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An In-Loop & In-Place Temporal Filtering For Real-Time Applications
ABSTRACT
Video signals may be noisy. Noise may reduce the temporal correlation between frames,
which in turn reduces compression efficiency in codecs. To increase the temporal correlation
between frames of the video signal, temporal filtering may be performed. Novel temporal
filtering techniques for real-time applications are described in this document. In real-time
applications, encoding speed is critical; and memory usage may be a consideration. Two main
aspects are described; namely, an in-place temporal filtering and an in-loop temporal filtering
algorithm. In-loop filtering includes that temporally filtered frames are themself (instead of
source frames) used for temporally filtering subsequent frames. Encoding statistics can be used
to guide the temporal filtering process. The encoding statistics include, for example, quantizers
of current frames and motion vectors of blocks of previously coded filtered frames. In-place
temporal filtering means that the source frames are themselves modified by the temporal filtering
process. This results in time and memory savings.

Keywords:
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BACKGROUND
Video compression schemes may include breaking respective images, or frames, into
smaller portions, such as blocks, and generating a compressed bitstream using techniques to limit
the information included for respective blocks in the output. The compressed bitstream can be
decoded to re-create the source images from the limited information.
Video compression exploits spatial and temporal correlations in video frames of the video
signal to achieve a good compression (i.e., coding) efficiency. However, noise in at least some of
the video frames attenuates such correlation and degrades the performance of a codec. Noise
may be due to several factors including camera shake or poor ambient lighting. Therefore,
denoising at least some frames of the video signal may improve the coding efficiency. One
technique of denoising is temporal filtering.
Temporal filtering refers to obtaining a new filtered frame from a current frame using
neighboring frames of the current frame. Temporal filtering reduces the differences between a
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current frame and its neighboring frames therewith improving temporal correlations and
resulting in better compression. Reducing the differences between the neighboring frames and
the current frame can reduce the prediction residuals that are encoded.

RELATED TECHNOLOGY
Some techniques may apply temporal filtering to a current frame prior to encoding the
frame. Temporal filtering may be performed as a pre-processing step that is not a step/stage of
the in-loop encoding process.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of temporal filtering where a filtered current frame F′0 is
obtained as a result of temporally filtering a current frame F0 using, in this example, four (4)
neighboring frames: Frame F1 and Frame F2 precede the current frame F0 in display order; and
Frame F3 and Frame F4 follow the current frame F0 in display order. Frame F1 and Frame F2 may
be referred to as past frames; and Frame F3 and Frame F4 may be referred to as future frames.

Figure 1 – Temporal Filtering

Temporal filtering may be applied at the block level. That is, the current frame F0 may be
partitioned into blocks, such as a block A0, and each block may be separately temporally filtered.
To perform temporal filtering on block A0 to obtain a corresponding filtered block A′0 in
the filtered current frame F′0, similar blocks are identified in the neighboring frames F1-F4. A
motion search may be performed to identify the similar blocks. That is, a motion search may be
performed with respect to each of the neighboring frames to identify the similar blocks. Figure 1
illustrates that the similar blocks A1-A4 are identified in the neighboring frames F1-F4,
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respectively, based on such motion search. Each pixel c′0 of block A′0 can be obtained as a
weighted sum of the corresponding (i.e., co-located) pixels c0-c4 in the blocks A0-A4.
The encoder proceeds to encode the filtered current frame F′0; and a reconstructed
version of the filtered current frame F′0 is placed in a reference frame buffer for use as a
reference frame for encoding other filtered frames of the video. Furthermore, the encoder also
retains the source frames (e.g., the current frame F0) in separate frame buffers since the source
frames may be used for temporally filtering other frames. For example the current frame F0 may
be used when temporally filtering other frames, such as F3 and F4, as illustrated with respect to
Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Buffers for Source and Filtered Frames

In Figure 2, source frames, such as the source frames Fk-2, Fk-1, and Fk are stored in their
respective buffers to be used for temporally filtering other frames. The dark black arrows
illustrate that source frames Fk-2 and Fk-1 are used for temporally filtering the current frame Fk
(i.e. for temporally filtering blocks therein); and the white-filled arrows illustrate that the filtered
frames exist in separate memory buffers.
The technique described with respect to Figure 1 assumes that future frames are available
for the temporal filtering. Such techniques may be used in applications where offline encoding
applications, such as in video-on-demand (VOD) applications, is possible. In offline
applications, time may be available for an encoder to use sophisticated (e.g., time and resource
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consuming) tools to perform the encoding or for other pre-processing steps, such as temporal
filtering as described above. For example, temporal filtering in offline applications may use subpixel motion search.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In many real-time (RT) applications (e.g., video conferencing between two or more
persons), frame backgrounds may be nearly static. Thus, blocks of backgrounds of frames may
have zero or near-zero motion vectors. Additionally, in many situations, frame foregrounds may
also exhibit little movement; and, as such, at least some blocks of the frame foregrounds may
also be associated with near-zero motion vectors.
Additionally, in RT applications, time is of the essence. Delay cannot be tolerated: frames
must be encoded and transmitted as quickly as possible. Encoders in RT applications can not
spend as much time as in offline applications to encode frames using time-consuming coding
tools. For example, in RT applications, future frames are not available for encoding current
frames. The encoder starts to encode a frame immediately once the frame arrives at the encoder.
In other words, the encoder does not hold the current frame while awaiting few more future
frames to arrive (i.e., to be encoded) before starting to encode the current frame. A current frame
is encoded using only past frames – typically, using only the immediately preceding frame – and
immediately transmitted. Therefore, since future frames are not available for coding a current
frame, future frames are also not available for temporally filtering the current frame – only past
frames can be used.
Furthermore, many computing devices (e.g., handheld devices or personal computers)
used in RT application may be limited in their compute or resource capacities. As such, it is
desirable to reduce compute (e.g., CPU) resources needed to encode frames and/or to conserve
memory.
The foregoing observations can be leveraged to implement new techniques for temporal
filtering that use less memory, do not rely on motion search to locate similar blocks in other
frames, and perform in-place temporal filtering of frames (e.g., of at least some blocks therein).
In some implementations, instead of storing, both, source frames and filtered frames, as
described with respect to Figure 2 in offline applications, only the filtered frames may be stored.
Instead of using motion search as described with respect to Figure 1 in applications, block
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statistics are used to identify, for a current block of a current frame, blocks in previous frames
(e.g., one previous frame) that are to be combined with the current block to obtain a filtered
block. Furthermore, according to the techniques described herein, temporal filtering is performed
in-loop and as such the source frames are not needed for the temporal filtering of later frames.
Figure 3 is a high-level, conceptual diagram of an encoder that implements in-loop and
in-place temporal filtering. The boundary of the encoder of Figure 3 is defined by the vertical
dashed lines. The encoder of Figure 3 can be used in RT application where each frame is
encoded and transmitted, such as to a decoder at a receiving device, in a corresponding bitstream
for the frame. Figure 3 is drawn to include parallel tracks (e.g., one track for FRAME i and
another for FRAME i+1) to better illustrate the inputs and outputs with respect to each frame
being encoded.

Figure 3 - In-Loop and In-Place Temporal Filtering Encoder

The encoder includes a rate control stage, a temporal filtering stage, and a frame
encoding stage. Each source frame is presented to the encoder. A frame being operated on by the
encoder is referred to as a current frame. As such, when the encoder is processing a FRAME i,
then FRAME i is the current frame, then FRAME i-1 is the preceding frame, and FRAME i+1 is
the succeeding frame; and when the encoder is processing a FRAME i+1, then FRAME i+1 is the
current frame, FRAME i is the preceding frame, and FRAME i+2 is the succeeding frame.
The rate control stage identifies a quantizer (or a quantization parameter) for the current
frame. An output of the rate control stage is a quantization level. If the rate control stage
determines that the bit rate for encoding a current frame is higher than an expected (or available)
bit rate, then the rate control stage identifies a quantization level that is higher than a currently
set quantization level; and if the rate control stage determines that the bit rate for encoding the
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current frame is lower than an expected (or available) bit rate, then the rate control stage
identifies a quantization level that is lower than the currently set quantization level. Said another
way, the rate control stage determines a quantization level based on the bit rate expected for
encoding a current frame.
The temporal filtering stage obtains a filtered current frame for the current frame. The
temporal filtering stage is further described below.
The filtered current frame is then encoded by the frame encoding stage. As is known, the
frame encoding stage may include several stages including, for example, an intra/inter prediction
stage, a transform stage, a quantization stage, and an entropy encoding stage. The frame
encoding stage also includes a reconstruction path to reconstruct a filtered frame so that the
reconstructed filtered frame may be used for encoding of future blocks of future filtered current
frames. The reconstruction path can include a dequantization stage, an inverse transform stage, a
reconstruction stage, and a loop filtering stage (such as a deblocking filtering stage).
Returning now to the temporal filtering stage to describe it in more detail.
Figure 3 shows that previous filtered frames are used for filtering a current frame. For
example, to temporally filter the current FRAME i, previously filtered frames (e.g., FILTERED
FRAME i-1) are used; and to temporally filter the current FRAME i+1, previously filtered
frames (e.g., FILTERED FRAME i) are used. In figure 3, only one past frame is shown as being
used for temporal filtering. However, more than one past filtered frame may be used. As
compared to the case of offline applications discussed above, and as shown in Figure 4, the
source frame(s) are not needed in subsequent temporal filtering or encoding of other frames.

Figure 4 – Using Separate Buffers for Filtered Frames
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As compared to Figure 2, the dark arrows of Figure 4 illustrate that the filtered frames are
used for temporally filtering later frames. For example, filtered frame F′k-2 and F′k-1 are used to
temporally filter the current frame Fk. The white-filled arrows illustrate that the results of the
temporal filtering are stored in separate buffers. As such, the source frames (e.g., frames Fk-2, Fk1,

and Fk) and the filtered frames (e.g., frames F′k-2, F′k-1, and F′k) are each stored in its respective

buffer.
While filtered frames can be stored in separate buffers as described with respect to Figure
4, that is not necessary. As the source frames are not needed after the temporal filtering by the
encoder of Figure 3, there is no need to maintain separate frame buffers for the source frames
and the filtered frames. And such, the source frames can be filtered in place. That is, the source
frames themselves can be modified in memory by the temporal filtering stage. It is further noted
that experimental results have shown that using filtered source frames in temporal filtering gives
better denoising results.

Figure 5 – In-Place Temporal Filtering

Figure 5 illustrates that when temporally filtering the current frame Fk, filtered frames Fk-2
and Fk-1 are used (as illustrated by the dark black arrows) and that the result is written on top of
the current frame Fk itself. That is, the current frame Fk is modified in place resulting in the
filtered source frame F′k. As such, no additional frame buffers need be allocated to the filtered
counterparts of the source frames. Consequently, in this case, memory can be preserved, and the
encoder would still have the same performance as in the case of allocating the additional frame
buffers.
The temporal filtering process performed by the temporal filtering stage is now described
with reference to the flowchart of Figure 6, which is further described with reference to Figure 7.
Given a current block in a current frame, the temporal filtering process identifies matching
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blocks in one or more past filtered frames. The matching blocks are selected from candidate
blocks that meet matching criteria to the current block. The matching blocks are then combined
with the current block to obtain a temporally filtered block.

Figure 6 – Flowchart of Temporal Filtering Stage

A current source frame may be divided into equal-sized blocks. The blocks can be 16×16,
32×32, 64×64, or some other size. The temporal filtering process is conducted for each block and
the end result is that the block is either filtered or is left unfiltered. The blocks can be processed
in raster scan order. To illustrate, with reference to Figure 7, a current frame Fi may be
partitioned into blocks, including a current block Aj.

Figure 7 – Temporal Filtering of a Block A0

At Step 1, the current block Aj of the current frame Fi is received. At Step 2, a past
filtered source frame F′ is selected. In a first iteration of the algorithm, the past filtered source
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frame F′ can be the filtered frame of the immediately preceding source frame (i.e., the filtered
frame F′i-1 of Figure 7).
At Step 3, motion vectors are applied to the current block Aj to obtain candidate blocks
from a previous frame. Applying motion vectors includes using a zero motion-vector (zero MV)
to obtain the co-located block in the past filtered source frame F′. To illustrate, using the zero
MV of block Aj, the block A0 can be located in the filtered frame F′i-1 in Figure 7. The block A0
becomes one of the candidate blocks.
Applying motion vectors can optionally include using heuristics to identify additional
motion vectors. As the encoder does not have time to perform motion search to identify other
candidate blocks that may optimally match the current block, some heuristics can be used to
optionally identify the additional blocks.
As mentioned above, the background in real-time applications may be slow moving (e.g.,
near static). As such, the motion vectors of the co-located block in the past filtered source frame
F′ may be helpful in identifying candidate blocks for the current block because the motion
vector(s) of the current bock would be expected to be similar to the motion vector(s) of the colocated block A0 of the past filtered source frame F′i-1. Thus, if the block A0 were inter-predicted,
then its motion vector may be used to identify an additional candidate block. As such, using the
motion vector of block A0, another candidate block A1 can be identified in the past filtered
source frame F′i-1.
At Step 4, one or more matching blocks are identified from the candidate blocks. For
each of the candidate blocks, respective statistics are calculated. The respective statistics can
include an error value between the candidate block and the current block, a mean (i.e., the mean
of the difference between the candidate block and the current block), and a variance (i.e., the
variance of the difference between the candidate block and the current block). The error value
can be a mean square error (MSE), a sum of absolute differences (SAD) error, the sum of square
error (SSE), or some other error value between pixel values of the current block and the
candidate block.
If the statistics of any of the candidate blocks meet the matching criteria, then those
candidate blocks are identified as matching blocks. For example, if the candidate blocks include
more than one candidate block, then the candidate block with the lowest error value (e.g., SSE) is
considered. If the variance for the considered block is less than a first threshold T1 and the mean
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is less than a second threshold T2, then the considered block is a matching block. The first
threshold T1 can be calculated as T1 = k ∗ quantizer 2 ; where quantizer is the output of the rate
control stage for the current frame, and k is a small empirically derived constant (e.g., 0.00009).
T2 is also an empirically derived constant (e.g., 0.03). The quantizer is used to calculate the first
threshold T1 with the following effect: if the encoder has low target bitrate, then the first
threshold T1 will be higher than if the target bitrate were higher. This allows for more temporal
filtering in low bitrate situations where the compression quality may be suboptimal anyway.
The thresholds T1 and T2 are selected to be conservative values so that, if no good
matching blocks are found, then it would be better to not perform temporal filtering on the
current block. Since in-place filtering is performed, then the source frames are themselves being
modified by the filtering process. However, if no good matching blocks are identified, and yet
temporal filtering were to be performed, then the prediction (and hence the compression)
performance of the current and subsequent frames that use the current frame as reference frame
would most likely be negatively impacted.
Filter weights are then calculated for the matching block(s). The weights can be inversely
related to the error value. That is, as the error increases, the weight tends toward zero and viceversa. In one example, the filter weights can based on the SSE and can be calculated as 𝑤 =
𝑒 −𝑆𝑆𝐸 . In this way, if the SSE is close to zero, the weight will tend to 1; and if the SSE is very
large, then the weight will tend to 0.
Other ways of calculating weights are possible. For example, instead of using the same
weight for all pixels of a matching block, pixel-wise weights can be obtained. For example, nonlocal means types of techniques can be used to obtain pixel-wise weights. Statistics of pixels in a
window centered at a pixel can be used to obtain the weight for that pixel.
At step 5, it is determined whether more past filtered frames are to be considered for
obtaining additional matching blocks. If so, then the temporal filtering process proceeds back to
step 2 using another past filtered frame (e.g., filtered frame F′i-2 of Figure 7). Generally, one or
two past filtered source frames are sufficient to consider.
At step 6, filtered pixel values of the current block are calculated as weighted
combinations of the respective pixel values of the matched blocks. The current block itself is also
considered a matched block with a weight of 1. As such, given a pixel c0 in the current block, the
corresponding filtered pixel value c can be calculated using equation (1):
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𝑐=

∑𝑛
𝑘=0 𝑤𝑘 𝑐𝑘
∑𝑛
𝑘=0 𝑤𝑘

(1)

where n is the number of matching blocks (including the current block itself), ck is the
pixel corresponding to c0 in the kth matching block, and wk is its weight. While not specifically
shown in Figure 6, if no matching blocks are found, then step 6 is not performed.
In-place filtering, described with respect to Figure 5 speeds up the temporal filtering
process. For example, if no matching block is found for a current block (such as because the
current block may have high motion), then the temporal filtering process terminates for that
block (i.e., Step 6 is not performed). If separate buffers were used as described with respect to
Figure 4, then any unfiltered blocks (in addition to filtered blocks) of a current frame would still
need to be copied to a corresponding filtered source frame buffer. Contrastingly, no copying (of
filtered or unfiltered blocks) needs to be performed with in-place filtering.
As can be appreciated from the foregoing, the described temporal filtering leverages
encoding statistics to guide the temporal filtering process. For example, a quantizer is used to
determine a frame-specific first temporal filter threshold T1. As described with respect to Figure
3, the temporal filtering stage follows the rate control stage where the quantizer is decided
therewith resulting in better performance. Furthermore, temporal filtering optionally uses the
motion vectors of blocks of previous frames to identify additional matching candidates. Such
motion vectors are also considered encoding statistics.

CONCLUSION
In-Loop & in-place temporal filtering for real-time applications described herein provide
fast and practical temporal filtering techniques, which improve both visual quality and coding
efficiency. The techniques have been shown to help, inter alia, in low light situations.
Experimental results have shown that the technique gives 1% to 5% coding gains with almost no
encoder time increase (< 0.5%).
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